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We discuss optical rogue wave generation in terms of collisions and turbulence processes. Simulations
of picosecond pulse propagation in optical fibres show rogue soliton generation from either third-order
dispersion or Raman scattering independently. Simulations of rogue soliton emergence with dispersive
perturbation in the long-distance limit are also presented.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There is currently much research interest into extreme-value
fluctuations in optical fibre supercontinuum (SC) generation [1–4].
This has been motivated both by the possibility to obtain new fun-
damental insights into instabilities in fields such as hydrodynamics,
Bose–Einstein condensates and optical filamentation [5–8], as well
as by potential applications in generating white light spectra with
controllable properties [9,10]. Although many aspects of fibre SC
generation are now well-understood [11], these recent results have
shown how noise-induced fluctuations can modify the dynamics so
as to lead to very rare cases where high amplitude “optical rogue
waves” are generated.

The initial description of optical rogue waves appeared in
Ref. [1] and was applied to rare high amplitude soliton pulses
generated on the long-wavelength edge of a broadband fibre SC
spectrum. Amongst the mechanisms proposed to explain their ap-
pearance include the spontaneous emergence of a single high
amplitude pulse from noise-induced modulation on a long pulse
envelope and/or collisions between multiple solitons during sub-
sequent propagation [2]. A distinguishing feature of these solitons
is an extreme frequency-shifting trajectory towards longer wave-
lengths that separate them distinctly from the central region of
the SC spectrum. This frequency separation allows their convenient
experimental detection using spectral filtering and the measure-
ment of highly skewed L-shaped probability distributions of soli-
ton intensity [1] or energy [3]. Note that such skewed probability
distributions with long tails can be considered to be a defining
feature of rogue wave processes, since they predict the occurrence
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of high amplitude events in the tails with greater probability than
expected based on Gaussian statistics.

Other studies have identified a further class of fibre rogue wave
phenomenon in the form of high-amplitude compressed pulses
generated from modulation instability (MI). The temporal and
spectral properties of these pulses can be described in terms of
the rational Akhmediev Breather (AB) solution of the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLSE) [12], and recent experiments have re-
ported evidence for AB dynamics during the initial evolution phase
of quasi-continuous wave SC generation [13]. Because the AB sub-
pulses are generated at an early stage of propagation before the
emergence of distinct solitons, their spectral components do not
appear distinctly at the edges of the SC spectrum, and their statis-
tics must be analysed over the full SC bandwidth without filtering.
But even without spectral filtering, collision and interaction ef-
fects between AB pulses have been shown to lead to rogue wave
characteristics and skewed probability distributions with extended
tails [6].

Our objective in this Letter is to consider the propagation dy-
namics underlying the emergence of rogue wave characteristics for
both the frequency-shifted solitons that are observed on the long
wavelength edge of the fully developed SC spectrum, as well as the
compressed AB pulses observed at the earlier propagation stage.
For clarity in what follows, we use the terminology “rogue soli-
ton” for the former case where high amplitude solitons appear
distinctly isolated, and the more general term “optical rogue wave”
for other cases. A particular goal of the Letter is to consider the
effects of symmetry-breaking contributions to the NLSE dynamics
introduced by stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and third-order
dispersion (TOD). Specifically, because it is well known that fibre
solitons can undergo complex collision dynamics due to Raman-
mediated interactions [14–16], it has been suggested that inelas-
tic soliton collisions involving SRS are essential to the emergence
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Fig. 1. Top graphs show individual realisations from an ensemble of 1000 simulations (grey curves) and calculated mean (black line) for simulations (a) based on full GNLSE
with all perturbation terms; (b) simulations using NLSE with only TOD; (c) simulations using NLSE with only SRS. Bottom graphs show corresponding pulse height histogram
using spectral filtering at the wavelengths shown as dashed lines in the upper figures. Insets: histograms in log–log scale.

of high-energy rogue solitons [17,18]. In this regard, however, al-
though SRS and TOD both generate asymmetry such that coherent
structures can acquire nonzero relative velocity and undergo colli-
sions, we show here that a TOD perturbation only is sufficient to
induce the emergence of rogue solitons and extreme-value statis-
tics, and that Raman scattering is not in fact necessary. Indeed, we
show that TOD on its own induces an intrinsic frequency down-
shift and dispersive wave trapping, effects also generally consid-
ered only in the context of intrapulse SRS [19]. Additional simu-
lations using periodic boundary conditions show that these effects
persist in the quasi-continuous-wave long-distance limit, and we
discuss the resulting dynamics for this case in terms of soliton
turbulence. In particular, we show how multiple collisions with
sufficient propagation leads to the emergence of a single giant
rogue soliton pulse from a low amplitude chaotic background.

2. Numerical model

Numerical simulations of nonlinear pulse propagation in fi-
bres are typically based on a unidirectional generalized NLSE (or
GNLSE) that can be written as [11]:
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Here A(z, t) represents the envelope of the electric field and the
βk ’s and γ are the usual dispersion and nonlinear coefficients,
respectively. The co-moving time t is defined such that t < 0 corre-
sponds to a pulse leading edge, t > 0 to a pulse trailing edge. The
nonlinear response R(t) = (1 − fR)δ(t) + fRhR(t) includes instanta-
neous and delayed SRS contributions. The fractional contribution of
the Raman response is taken to be fR = 0.18 and hR is determined
from the experimental fused-silica Raman cross-section [11]. The
self-steepening or shock timescale τshock describes the dispersion

of the nonlinearity. Of course, the basic NLSE model has τshock = 0
and fR = 0 with only β2 and γ non-zero.

Rogue wave dynamics are typically observed when SC gener-
ation is induced from an initial stage of MI, and our simulations
therefore consider picosecond pulse excitation under similar con-
ditions to previous numerical studies and experiments [1–3]. In
particular, we model 100 W, 5 ps FWHM Gaussian pulses at
1060 nm propagating in 40 m of photonic crystal fiber with zero
dispersion at 1040 nm. These parameters are close to those used
of the fiber used in the experiments reported in Refs. [1] and [4].
In Fig. 1(a), we first present simulation results modeling SC gener-
ation and rogue wave behavior using the full generalized NLSE
model in Eq. (1). The dispersion coefficients at 1060 nm are:
β2 = −4.10 × 10−1 ps2 km−1, β3 = 6.87 × 10−2 ps3 km−1, β4 =
−9.29 × 10−3 ps4 km−1, β5 = 2.45 × 10−7 ps5 km−1, β6 = −9.79 ×
10−10 ps6 km−1, β7 = 3.95 × 10−12 ps7 km−1, β8 = −1.12 ×
10−14 ps8 km−1, β9 = 1.90 × 10−17 ps9 km−1, β10 = −1.51 ×
10−20 ps10 km−1. Other parameters were: γ = 0.011 W−1 m−1 and
τshock = 0.56 fs. The input pulse soliton number for these param-
eters is N ∼ 147. In our model, noise is included in the frequency
domain through a one photon per mode spectral density on each
spectral discretization bin [11], although we find from additional
simulations that the precise form for the noise seeding is unim-
portant to the conclusions drawn below.

3. Simulation results for picosecond pulse excitation

Fig. 1 presents results for three different cases where we gen-
erated simulation ensembles of 1000 realizations using different
noise seeds. In particular, we modeled propagation for: (a) the
full GNLSE with all higher-order linear and nonlinear perturba-
tions, (b) the NLSE model with only TOD perturbation (i.e. fR = 0,
τshock = 0, βk = 0, k > 3); (c) the NLSE model with only SRS per-
turbation (i.e. fR = 0.18, τshock = 0, βk = 0, k � 3). The top graphs
in the figure superpose the individual spectra from the ensemble
(grey curves) together with the calculated mean (black line). The
bottom graphs show the histogram of pulse amplitudes calculated
from the corresponding time-series obtained by spectral filtering
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Fig. 2. Spectrogram representation of the output field for (a) a “median” and (b) a “rogue” event, extracted from simulations of Fig. 1(b) for NLSE simulations with only TOD
perturbation. The spectrograms were calculated from the output field assuming a 100 fs gate function.

on the long wavelength edge at the wavelengths indicated (dashed
lines). It is this filtering procedure that allows rogue soliton events
to be isolated and identified [1–4].

The results in Figs. 1(a) and (b) use a spectral filter to select
wavelengths above a point corresponding to −10 dB intensity dif-
ference relative to the residual pump. Fig. 1(a) clearly shows the
L-shaped heavy-tailed distribution characteristic of rogue soliton
statistics, but Fig. 1(b) shows similar results with only a TOD per-
turbation, confirming that SRS is not a necessary prerequisite to
observe this behavior. In the case of only an SRS perturbation, sim-
ilar L-shaped statistics are observed with a similar spectral filter
after longer propagation distances of ∼60 m, or at the same prop-
agation distance of 40 m but filtering further into the wings; these
latter results are shown in Fig. 1(c). At this point we also remark
that the spectral width in Fig. 1(c) is significantly wider than in
Figs. 1(a) and (b) implying that the effects produced by SRS and

TOD are not simply additive. In fact, their simultaneous action de-
pends strongly on the fibre parameters considered and the input
pulse bandwidth [16]. For the particular case presented in Fig. 1(a)
we may say that SRS is “suppressed” by the action of TOD.

The major conclusion to draw from Fig. 1 is that the output
pulse characteristics and the propagation dynamics in the case of a
NLSE with only TOD perturbation are qualitatively similar to those
observed with the full GNLSE. To illustrate this, Fig. 2 plots output
spectrogram results for two realisations taken from the ensemble
in Fig. 1(b) and, in both cases, the general form of the spectro-
gram is similar to that typically observed for long-pulse SC gener-
ation studied using GNLSE modelling [11]. We also use this figure
to highlight the difference between the output spectrograms for
(a) a “median” event and (b) a “rogue” event, and we can clearly
see that Fig. 2(b) shows a distinct rogue soliton pulse (localised
around 1160 nm) that has separated from the central region of
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Fig. 3. Single-realisation results showing temporal intensity evolution using simulations (a) based on full GNLSE with all perturbation terms; (b) simulations using NLSE with
only TOD; (c) simulations using NLSE with only SRS. The bottom figures show the corresponding spectral evolution. The trajectories in (a) and (b) were chosen to highlight
rogue events. A detailed portion of the temporal trajectory in (b) is shown in Fig. 4(a).

the SC spectrum and appears on the trailing edge of the tempo-
ral profile. In this regard, we note that although temporal peaks
at earlier times on the pulse envelope exhibit comparable ampli-
tude, these arise from superposition across the full SC bandwidth
and thus do not correspond to distinct rogue soliton trajectories.
Importantly, we also note from this figure an associated trapped
dispersive wave component [19] around 980 nm and we use a
dashed box to highlight the coupled soliton-dispersive wave pair.

The observation of a rogue soliton and associated trapped dis-
persive wave with only a TOD perturbation to the NLSE is a signif-
icant new observation in the context of SC generation, suggesting
that the long-wavelength frequency-shifting dynamics may in fact
contain intrinsic contributions from non-Raman effects. These re-
sults obtained in the strongly nonlinear regime of SC regime com-
plement earlier studies reporting TOD-induced frequency shifts in
the context of near zero-dispersion wavelength soliton generation
and dispersion-managed soliton systems [20,21].

An advantage of numerical simulations is the possibility to
readily compare the influence of different contributing perturba-
tions to particular dynamics. To this end, Fig. 3 presents single-shot
realizations showing the evolution of the temporal intensity profile
for: (a) the full GNLSE with all higher-order perturbations; (b) the
NLSE model with only TOD perturbation; (c) the NLSE model with
only SRS perturbation. The top figures show the temporal inten-
sity evolution; the bottom figures show the spectral evolution. The
realizations chosen correspond to cases where clear soliton trajec-
tories are seen so that we can meaningfully compare the dynamics.

The qualitative evolution in Figs. 3(a)–(c) is similar. We see
the emergence of distinct localized temporal solitons that follow
different trajectories moving towards positive co-moving times in
the figure (i.e. towards the pulse trailing edge, t > 0). In the fre-
quency domain, the spectral evolution of the GNLSE and TOD cases
in Figs. 3(a) and (b) are very similar in showing clear spectral
localization of the extreme soliton trajectories; an important re-
mark here is that these solitons retain their coherent structure over

the distances considered once they have separated temporally and
spectrally relative to the residue of the injected pulse; our simu-
lations do not show any evidence of spontaneous collapse as re-
ported in Ref [1]. In Fig. 3(c) with only SRS, the generated solitons
span over an increased wavelength range and their spectral sepa-
ration is less distinct; but as shown above in Fig. 1(c), however,
filtering can still reveal the presence of long-tailed statistics, as
would be expected based on the qualitatively-similar time-domain
evolution to Figs. 3(a) and (b).

The dynamics for the cases shown in Fig. 3 involves a series of
distinct localized ultrashort pulses emerging from an initial pulse
envelope after around 10 m propagation, followed by a complex
series of interaction, collision and frequency shifting processes. The
specific results in Figs. 3(b) and (c) for TOD and SRS acting sep-
arately allow us to draw further conclusions about the role of
collisions for these two cases. Firstly, we note that the primary
effect of TOD on solitons is a constant velocity shift they acquire
which is proportional to their energy [22]. Thus, in the absence
of any other process, solitons move along linear trajectories (with
slope depending on energy) after being generated from the contin-
uum. However, the effect of collisions is to modify the energy of
the propagating solitons and induce a subsequent change in their
velocities. With our choice of co-moving frame, solitons which gain
more energy are delayed more (i.e. they move slower towards
t > 0). As a soliton undergoes multiple collisions and gains en-
ergy, it progressively accumulates additional delay and decelerates,
resulting in a temporal trajectory with concave-down curvature as
is clearly visible in Fig. 3(b). In contrast, solitons in purely Raman
media experience a constant deceleration proportional to the soli-
ton amplitude [23]. In the absence of any other process, this yields
parabolic trajectories towards increasing delays (t > 0). Thus, even
if initially all solitons had identical velocities, this deceleration
shifts them quickly to the right relative to the centre of the initial
pulse. Although the number of collisions could be similar to the
case of TOD only, the energy exchange rate in collisions is lower
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Fig. 4. (a) Detailed view of propagation in the NLSE with noise and TOD over the region indicated in Fig. 3(b) including line profiles of intensity at propagation distances
as indicated. (b) shows the evolution for the case without the effect of TOD. Both figures show initial evolution associated with noise-induced MI and the appearance of
high-contrast pulses. In (a) when TOD is included in the simulations, there is an additional phase of drift, interactions, collisions and localisation towards the appearance of
solitons.

and the energy growth for the larger solitons is relatively small.
This is clearly visible in Fig. 3(c). Thus, solitons do not accumulate
energy due to collisions as much as in the TOD case. From these
simple considerations, we can conclude that TOD may provide bet-
ter conditions for generation of high energy solitons than Raman
effect merely because of the higher rate of the energy exchange in
collisions. Of course, we note that although these conclusions are
likely to be general for silica fibres with typical dispersion curves
as considered here, the propagation dynamics in fibers with differ-
ent Raman responses and/or more complex dispersion curves may
require additional consideration.

Concerning the question of what particular mechanisms cause
particular rogue soliton trajectories to emerge from an input pulse
undergoing MI, we note that this remains an open problem. How-
ever, in showing that only a TOD perturbation to the NLSE can
lead to this behaviour, our results establish links with previous

studies in other (discrete) NLSE systems where it has been non-
integrability and asymmetry rather than any one specific physical
effect that has been identified as a factor underlying nonlinear lo-
calisation [22–26].

In the particular context of fiber SC generation, we have in-
spected a large number of additional simulations seeded by dif-
ferent noise conditions. For both the TOD-only and Raman pertur-
bation cases in Figs. 3(a) and (b), we identify that the emergence
of rogue soliton trajectories in the long-distance limit is associ-
ated with evolution trajectories where distinct sub-pulses formed
from an initially modulated envelope undergo very apparent colli-
sion and/or interaction events at an early stage of the dynamical
propagation. To examine this in more detail, Fig. 4(a) plots an ex-
panded region of Fig. 3(b). We use a pseudocolor representation of
the temporal intensity evolution, and plot the field intensity pro-
files at selected distances as shown. For comparison, Fig. 4(b) plots
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similar results but for the case of NLSE dynamics only without TOD
or Raman.

We discuss the results in Fig. 4 in terms of several distinct re-
gions where different physical effects come into play. Firstly, in
subfigure (i) of Fig. 4(a) at z = 5 m, we see how the input pulse
noise induces a temporal modulation instability on the propagating
pulse envelope. Although the MI is induced by broadband noise,
the modulation contains a dominant frequency component at the
peak of the MI gain ΩM I/2π = (2γ P0/|β2|)1/2/2π = 11.7 THz
corresponding to temporal period ∼86 fs. With subsequent prop-
agation to around 12 m, subfigure (ii) of Fig. 4(a) shows how this
modulation develops into a train of high-contrast pulses, and it is
this propagation regime that can be interpreted physically in terms
of the initial growth phase of Akhmediev breather evolution [13].
In fact, ideal Akhmediev breather structures correspond to analytic
solutions of the NLSE for MI induced by a narrowband field, but
even for the case of spontaneous MI developing from broadband
noise, a temporally-modulated pulse envelope nonetheless exhibits
characteristic breather properties such as high pulse contrast and
the presence of neighboring low-amplitude sub-pulses. In fact, the
equivalent soliton number of these breather structures is approxi-
mately unity and thus they naturally evolve towards fundamental
solitons in the presence of perturbations. For our case, we can see
how TOD (which lifts the group-velocity degeneracy of the differ-
ent sub-pulses with different spectral content and temporal ampli-
tudes) induces subsequent collisions and interactions during this
evolution from the initial breather formation phase. The pseudo-
color plot shows a particular collision event occurring at the point
(0.5 ps, 16 m) which yields significant localisation in the form of
an emerging high-amplitude pulse as shown in subfigures (iii) and
(iv) of Fig. 4(a). It is the subsequent evolution of these localised
structures formed at this stage that can lead to the ultimate emer-
gence of near ideal high amplitude solitons with propagation out
to greater distances.

Another feature that is apparent from the pseudocolor plot is
that the evolution in the presence of TOD is associated with the
temporal drift of the MI sub-pulse structure from the pulse lead-
ing edge (t < 0) towards the pulse trailing edge (t > 0). The drift
behavior can be seen very clearly by comparing Figs. 4(a) and (b).
In fact, for the latter case when no TOD is present, although there
is a similar evolution of initial MI towards high-contrast breather
structures as in Fig. 4(a), the lack of asymmetry in the NLSE pre-
cludes drift-induced collisions with subsequent propagation.

Although there has been a recent proposal to interpret insta-
bilities in rogue wave generation in terms of convective processes
[27], we do not consider this in detail here. Nonetheless, we can
see from our results that the slope of the temporal drift itself
varies across the temporal profile and the particular collision that
leads to the emerging localized soliton appears to arise from a col-
lision between drifting sub-pulses from the leading edge (t < 0)
and more slowly-moving sub-pulses on the trailing edge (t > 0).
In addition to the central role of TOD, preliminary simulations
suggest that both the chaotic initial conditions and the power
variation across the input envelope due to the use of pulsed ex-
citation also contribute to the quantitative value of the drift. In
terms of subsequent evolution towards rogue events, the precise
nature of the resulting probability distribution will depend in de-
tail on whether the breather dynamics or later soliton dynamics
are dominant at the particular fiber length considered. But for
both cases, our results show that collisions are essential factors,
as they permit energy exchange between the emerging pulses so
that those of higher amplitude gain more energy at the expense
of the lower. These numerical results extend previous theoretical
studies of TOD-induced energy exchange for certain classes of soli-
ton collisions [28], and we now discuss their particular extension
to an interpretation in terms of soliton turbulence.

4. Simulation results for periodic boundary conditions — soliton
turbulence

In an optical context, the results in Figs. 3 and 4 are consistent
with earlier studies where rogue soliton emergence was linked to
collisions [17], but they extend this previous work by showing that
this can occur with only TOD perturbation. Additional studies show
that the effects of TOD-induced self-frequency shift, dispersive
wave trapping and the emergence of a rogue soliton from collision
dynamics persist when the simulations are extended to a quasi-
continuous-wave long-distance limit. In particular, we perform ad-
ditional simulations with an NLSE with TOD model, but impose
periodic boundary conditions which allow multiple collisions to
occur over long propagation distances. Physically, multiple simula-
tions of this type with different noise seeds would be expected to
provide a realistic model of evolution for quasi-continuous-wave or
continuous-wave excitation, and studies using an NLSE model with
nonlinear perturbation by Zakharov have shown that it leads to a
state of “soliton turbulence” [29].

The regime of soliton turbulence describes propagation where
an initial phase of multiple soliton formation from a noisy back-
ground is followed by the emergence of a single large soliton
that extracts energy from the background and acts as a statisti-
cal attractor [30–32]. In fact, this occurs as a result of the general
principle that in collisions of solitons in non-integrable systems
(where the number of solitons is not conserved) the stronger soli-
ton becomes stronger while the weaker one loses energy [33]. This
process can be viewed as a manifestation of the principle of “sur-
vival of the fittest” in nonlinear dynamics. Clearly, for such growth
to be significant requires a multiplicity of collisions. Motivated by
our results above for pulsed excitation that show how TOD can
induce breather and soliton collisions, we now consider the dy-
namics of soliton turbulence with an ideal cubic nonlinearity and
only TOD perturbation and show that this leads to an appreciable
growth of a single soliton.

These simulations use the same fiber parameters as above, but
consider input pulse duration of 10 ps (FWHM) and a propagation
distance of 500 m. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed
over a time window of 20 ps. Fig. 5 shows the results obtained,
plotting temporal intensity (top) and the corresponding spectrum
(bottom) at selected distances of 20, 70, and 500 m. From the
temporal trace it can be seen how a large-amplitude localized
structure emerges progressively from an ensemble of waves with
significantly lower amplitude, and the emergence of this large-
amplitude localized structure is correlated to the gradual broad-
ening of the spectrum both on the long-wavelength and short-
wavelength edges. The calculated field spectrograms at the same
distances shown in Fig. 6 provide further insight, and clearly show
the emergence of one distinct pulse in the time-frequency domain
from the low amplitude background. In fact, we have found that
the emerging large-amplitude pulse is well-fitted by a hyperbolic-
secant profile and has soliton order near-unity, confirming the
interpretation of a giant rogue soliton pulse emerging from and
propagating amidst an otherwise low amplitude noise background.

Fig. 7 shows additional characteristics of this soliton pulse as
it emerges from the background where, as a function of propaga-
tion distance, we isolate the soliton pulse and calculate its center
wavelength and energy. Significantly, we stress again that even
though Raman scattering is not included in the simulations, we
still observe a steady frequency shift to longer wavelengths. The
TOD-induced frequency shift was also noted above in the simu-
lations in Fig. 1(b), but the results here with periodic boundary
conditions and multiple collisions allow us to more clearly see how
this dynamics is also associated with a corresponding increase in
pulse energy. In this context, note that the pulse duration of the
emerging soliton remains constant at around 150 fs (FWHM) even
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Fig. 5. Spectral (top) and temporal (bottom) profiles of evolving SC field at selected distances as shown in a long-distance limit with multiple collisions. Simulations use an
NLSE with only TOD perturbation.

Fig. 6. Spectrogram evolution at distances shown corresponding to the results in Fig. 5. The emergence of a single localised soliton structure from multiple collisions becomes
apparent after around 70 m (indicated by the arrow). A logarithmic colormap is used to highlight the low amplitude structure.

Fig. 7. Evolution of emergent soliton central wavelength and energy as a function of
propagation distance for results in Figs. 5 and 6.

as its energy increases. The shift to longer wavelengths (larger |β2|)
can then be viewed as a consequence of the soliton area-theorem
that requires that a constant energy-to-β2 ratio be maintained.
Also of interest is the apparent saturation in the wavelength shift
and energy for propagation distances beyond ∼300 m. Note that
qualitatively similar self-regulating behaviour has been observed

using statistical approaches to study self-organisation and asymp-
totic persistence of large-amplitude solitary-waves in other classes
of non-integrable NLS systems [30].

5. Conclusions

There are several main conclusions to make based on the re-
sults above. Firstly, our results have shown that SC generation de-
scribed by an NLSE model perturbed only by TOD can lead to large
amplitude localized optical rogue soliton and rogue wave struc-
tures. Generally speaking, any single perturbation that destroys the
integrability of the NLSE is sufficient to observe “survival of the
fittest” soliton amplification as a result of collisions. In order to
observe the significant growth of a particular soliton the dynam-
ics has to provide multiplicity of collisions, and our results show
that this can occur purely with the dispersive TOD perturbation
without the need for higher order nonlinearity or Raman scatter-
ing.

Our simulations also yield the qualitative observation that col-
lisions between emerging breather structures from an envelope
undergoing MI appears to be a precursor to the formation of
rogue soliton pulses, and it is possible to conjecture that a dif-
ference in relative velocities between breathers formed across an
initial wave field is an important (perhaps necessary) condition
for rogue soliton emergence. In fact, although the rogue soli-
tons in fibre optics separate distinctly from the initial field be-
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cause of self-frequency shifting, it is likely that the emergent
and colliding breather structures provide a closer analogy with
nonlinearity-induced rogue waves on the ocean. This proposal may
have wide impact, as it implies that the seeds of rogue wave
formation in optics as well as hydrodynamics may be found by
identifying particular wave field characteristics (e.g. initial con-
ditions [34], noise frequency content [9,17]) or specific medium
properties (e.g. topography) that favor significant breather velocity
gradients.

Secondly, our simulations carried out in a long distance limit
have shown that multiple interactions and collisions result in the
formation of a turbulent background field upon which a giant soli-
ton pulse emerges as a result of energy exchange between an
emerging localized structures and the chaotic background. This re-
sult confirms earlier important suggestions of the universality of
this mechanism [22–26]. Indeed, in addition to providing improved
insight into the mechanisms of hydrodynamic rogue wave forma-
tion, similar localisation processes may play central roles in the
formation of biomolecular structures [35]; the study of the non-
linear dynamics in such systems is a developing area of research
[35–38].
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